TITAN Motorcycle Solutions
Portable radio solution with wireless connection between RSM and Handlebar PTT
TITAN MOTORCYCLE SOLUTIONS
We have developed a full Push-To-Talk system for
motorcycle users wanting the optimum hands-free
solution whether they are on their bike or at foot.

REMOTE SPEAKER
MICROPHONE MM20
Part number: MMW20

MOTOCYCLE HELMET
AUDIO KIT
Part number: MK

When on your bike, communicate freely using the
Handlebar PTT while having both hands on the
steering wheel. The Handlebar PTT is connected to a
Wireless PTT Box, which is directly connected to the
motorcycle battery.
Pairing the Wireless PTT Box with the Remote
Speaker Microphone is easy and you only have to
pair the devices once. Whenever you have been
away from the bike, go back on it and the devices
will automatically pair instantly.

Motorcycle System FACTS:
- Our most sold motorcycle solution
- You only have to pair once
- No rechargeable battery needed

HANDLEBAR PTT

WIRELESS PTT BOX

Part number: PTT-HDLB

Part number: WPTT-BOX

- Use the Nexus or 3.5mm jack port on
the RSM to connect with your Helmet
Audio system
- Customized cable length and fitting of
helmet audio kit can be supplied
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Customized audio solutions for critical communications: Titan Communication Systems has its head office in Holte, Denmark. Here a dedicated staff; Design and develop High technology software solutions. Titan Communication Systems has a strategic partnership with Comufrance, Paris, France where many products are being designed, engineered and assembled,
including hands-on quality control throughout the production process.
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module built -in
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ogy software solutions. Titan Communication Systems has a strategic partnership with Comufrance, Paris, France where many products are being designed, engineered and assembled,
including hands-on quality control throughout the production process.

